3rd Grade Word List #1

Student Copy

scissors  anyone  bank  deer
vote  twirl  lose  pennies
toast  treasure  mischievous  morning
minutes  locker  dishwasher  finally
governor  woods  Maine  asleep
board  almost  scientist  garden
multiplication  tackle  early  coach
laws  embarrassed  doing  recycle
complain  calendar  hammer  sadness
tooth  scarf  long  eight
oil  search  wrestle  stairs
sailor  repay  aren't  ashamed
volume  fresh  nervous  truck
ago  crying  foot  sewage
off  dentist  sickness  station
cone  Monday  computer  grid
election  world  buffalo  caterpillar
times  essay  pitcher  rich
crown  page  virus  won't
clothes  backfired  Hawaii  careful
unpleasant  artist  tired  rhythm
circus  idea  Saturday  confused
fantasy  pulp  movie  orange
butterfly  surprise  monster  afternoon
warrior  shelf  sore  visitor